Temperature dependence of microbial degradation of organic matter in marine sediments: polysaccharide hydrolysis, oxygen consumption, and sulfate reduction
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ABSTRACT: The temperature dependence of representative initial and terminal steps of organic carbon remineralization was measured at 2 temperate sites with annual temperature ranges of 0 to 30°C and 4 to 15°C and 2 Arctic sites with temperatures of 2.6 and -1.7°C. Slurried sediments were incubated in a temperature gradient block spanning a temperature range of ca 45°C. The initial step of organic carbon remineralization, macromolecule hydrolysis, was measured via the enzymatic hydrolysis of fluorescently labeled polysaccharides. The terminal steps of organic carbon remineralization were monitored through consumption of oxygen and reduction of 35S02-. At each of the 4 sites, the temperature response of the initial step of organic carbon remineralization was similar to that of the terminal steps. Although optimum temperatures were always well above ambient environmental temperatures, optimum temperatures generally decreased with decreasing environmental temperatures. Activity at 5°C as a percentage of highest activity was highest in the Arctic sites and lowest in the warmest temperate site. The highest potential rates of substrate hydrolysis were measured in the Arctic, while the highest rates of oxygen consumption and sulfate reduction were measured at the warmest temperate site. Potential rates of extracellular enzymatic hydrolysis (at least for this class of pullulanase enzymes) do not appear to limit organic carbon turnover in the Arctic. These results suggest that organic carbon turnover in the cold Arctic is not intrinsically slower than carbon turnover in temperate environments; sedimentary metabolism in Arctic sediments may be controlled more by organic matter supply than by temperature.
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INTRODUCTION

The observation that enzyme activities and organic carbon remineralization rates are often lower during cold seasons in temperate environments (e.g. Godshalk & Wetzel 1978, Crill & Martens 1987, Mayer 1989) raises questions about the effects of permanently cold temperatures on remineralization rates in the deep and polar oceans. Pomeroy et al. (1991) found a relatively low microbial response to spring phytoplankton blooms in Conception Bay, Newfoundland, Canada, and hypothesized that bacterial growth was limited at low temperatures by restrictions on cellular-level processes, such as permeability of membranes or temperature limitation of enzyme activities. Reichardt (1987) found that the activities of enzymes extracted from Antarctic sediments showed temperature optima of 40 to 55°C. He concluded that the enzymes were not well adapted to cold temperatures and suggested that decomposition of organic matter in cold benthic environments is restricted in its initial step, unless increased enzyme production or accumulation can compensate for lack of temperature adaptation. As dis-
cussed by Thingstad & Martinussen (1991), food webs are a balance of dynamic processes; if these processes differ in their temperature sensitivity in polar and temperate regions, the balance between various aspects of organic matter production and degradation may also differ.

In marine sediments, a complex community of bacteria is responsible for organic matter remineralization. In order to obtain carbon and energy from sedimetary organic matter, bacteria must degrade organic macromolecules such as proteins, nucleic acids, and polysaccharides to smaller substrates and CO₂. Because bacterial membranes generally cannot be permeated by substrates larger than approximately 600 Da (Weiss et al. 1991), extracellular hydrolysis of macromolecules to smaller substrates which can be transported into a bacterial cell is the initial step in degradation of organic matter. Further degradation of organic substrates usually requires the concerted action of a range of bacteria (a microbial food chain). Oxidation of organic carbon to CO₂, with concurrent utilization of electron acceptors such as sulfate or oxygen, is the terminal step of organic carbon remineralization. Since remineralization of organic carbon is a multi-step process, different temperature responses of specific groups of bacteria or specific enzymatic processes will be reflected in the overall organic carbon remineralization rate.

Terminal processes of organic carbon remineralization such as sulfate reduction and oxygen consumption have been measured in environments which experience vastly different temperature regimes, ranging from the polar oceans to hydrothermal sediments (e.g. Jorgensen 1982, Nedwell et al. 1993, Esgaard et al. 1994); the specific temperature dependence of sulfate reduction has also been investigated (Westrich & Berner 1988, Isaksen et al. 1994, Isaksen & Jorgensen 1996, and references therein). Esgaard et al. (1994) found that addition of substrates to hydrothermal sediments from the Guayamas Basin not only stimulated sulfate reduction, it also lowered the optimal temperature of thermophilic sulfate reduction by 5 to 10°C, indicating that the temperature response of fermentative bacteria was dominating the net community response and that these fermentative bacteria had a higher temperature optimum than the sulfate-reducing bacteria.

Several studies of extracellular enzymes isolated from marine bacteria support the possibility that the temperature optimum of the initial step of organic carbon remineralization may exceed the temperature optima of terminal steps of remineralization. Extracellular enzymes are frequently found to function at high rates at temperatures above the growth ranges of the organisms which produced the enzymes. The extracellular pullulanases produced by the hyperthermophiles *Thermococcus litoralis* and *Pyrococcus furiosus*, for example, are still active at temperatures of 130 to 140°C, far above the life temperatures of the organisms (Brown & Kelly 1993). Similarly, a study of psychrophilic bacteria isolated from the polar oceans showed that maximum growth temperatures for the bacteria did not exceed 20°C, while amylase and protease enzymes isolated from these bacteria functioned at optimum rates in the temperature range of 30 to 50°C, with maximum temperatures in the range of 40 to 60°C (Helme & Weyland 1991).

The extent to which studies of isolated enzymes are representative of community responses is unclear, however, since production of extracellular enzymes may be subject to temperature control which is distinct from the temperature optima of specific enzymes. For the Antarctic bacterium *Alteromonas haloplanktis*, for example, the excretion of α-amylase, a polysaccharide-hydrolyzing enzyme, is severely restricted at growth temperatures higher than the organism's normal growth range (Feller et al. 1992). Burini (1994) found that the production of enzymes from a 'psychrotrrophic' bacterium was maximal at temperatures more than 10°C lower than the optimal growth temperature of the bacterium. The temperature response of substrate hydrolysis in marine sediments therefore may be dictated by the temperature dependence of enzyme production as well as by the kinetic characteristics of the enzymes themselves.

In order to determine the effects of environmental temperature on organic carbon remineralization, the responses for both the initial and the terminal steps of organic carbon remineralization should be investigated. Do the initial and terminal steps of carbon remineralization differ in temperature sensitivity? We focus here on the temperature responses of extracellular enzymatic hydrolysis of macromolecules as the initial step, and oxygen consumption and sulfate reduction as the terminal steps, of organic carbon remineralization. Do relative temperature responses differ between the microbial communities of temperate and permanently cold environments? We compare the temperature responses of the microbial communities at 2 temperate sites to the temperature responses at 2 permanently cold Arctic sites in order to determine whether communities in permanently cold environments function more effectively at lower temperatures than do communities which experience cold temperatures only on a seasonal basis.

To determine the temperature responses of the initial and terminal steps of organic carbon remineralization, sediments from 4 sites were incubated in a temperature gradient block spanning a range of temperatures. Extracellular enzymatic hydrolysis of polysaccharides
was measured using a new technique (Arnosti 1995, 1996); polysaccharides were chosen as the target macromolecule for measurement of hydrolysis rate because they are a major component of marine organic matter (20 to 40% of phytoplankton biomass; Parsons et al. 1961). Pullulan ([1,6]-linked maltotriose units; molecular weight 200 000 Da) was chosen as the specific polysaccharide substrate for this study because pullulanase activity has been demonstrated in a range of marine bacteria (Brown et al. 1990, Antranikian 1992, Arnosti & Repeta 1994), and in sediments from a number of sites (Arnosti et al. 1994, Arnosti 1995, unpubl. data). Sulfate reduction rate and oxygen consumption rates were measured as described below. The combined picture obtained from these measurements of initial and terminal steps in organic carbon turnover yields further insights into the processes controlling organic carbon remineralization in temperate and permanently cold marine sediments.

**METHODS**

**Study sites.** Sediment from 4 sites was collected for this study: 2 temperate sites which experience considerably different seasonal variations in temperature, and 2 Arctic sites which experience permanently low, but slightly different, temperatures.

**Weddewarden:** Samples were collected by hand from the tidal flat of Weddewarden, on the east side of the Weser estuary in northern Germany. This outer portion of the estuary is part of the southern margin of the North Sea. The sediments are silty, with 2% organic carbon (dry weight). Salinity varies seasonally between 4 and 20%, while the annual temperature range is from 0 to ca 30°C (Sagemann et al. 1996). Sediment was collected for sulfate reduction and hydrolysis rate measurements in June 1995, when the sediment surface temperature was 20°C. Sediment for oxygen consumption measurements was sampled in August 1996 (daytime surface temperature: 26°C). Sediments for sulfate reduction and oxygen consumption measurements were used immediately, while the sediments for hydrolysis measurements were stored for 4 d at 9°C prior to use.

**Aarhus Bay:** Samples were collected with a box core at Station 6, Aarhus Bay, Denmark (Thamdrup et al. 1994). The water depth is 15 m, and the sediment is silty clay (organic carbon: ~3% dry weight). In situ temperatures vary between 4 and 15°C annually (Rasmussen & Jørgensen 1992). Aarhus Bay is located in the North Sea-Baltic Sea transition, and salinity of bottom waters varies between 23 and 33%. Sediments for sulfate reduction rate measurements were collected in April 1990 (sediment temperature: 7°F). The samples for hydrolysis rate measurements were collected in July 1995 (sediment temperature: 8°C), and stored for 3 d at 9°C prior to use.

**Svalbard—Hornsund and Storfjorden:** Sediments were collected with a multicorer at 2 sites near Svalbard in the Arctic Ocean during September/October 1995. Hornsund is located at 76°58' 20" N, 15°34' 50" W. Water depth is 155 m, and the bottom water temperature was 2.6°C. Storfjorden is located at 77°33' 00" N, 19°05' 00" W, with a water depth of 175 m and a bottom water temperature of −1.7°C. Sediments at Hornsund are soft and light-brown colored in the upper 5 cm and contain numerous worm burrows. Below ca 5 cm depth, the sediments are a clayey, darker mottled gray and brown color. Sedimentary organic carbon content at Hornsund was 2% at the surface and decreased to 1.7% at 10 cm. At Storfjorden, the fine-grained watery surface sediment layer is light brown, grading to dark brown over the upper 2 cm. Below the upper 2 cm, the sediments are gray and clayey. Organic carbon content was approximately 2.4% throughout the cores.

**Temperature gradient block (TGB).** The TGB consisted of a 2 m × 15 cm × 15 cm thermally insulated aluminum block heated electrically at one end and cooled at the other with a refrigerated circulation thermostat. The block contained 30 rows of 4 parallel holes for sample vials, each row separated by a hole for temperature measurement. The Weddewarden and Aarhus Bay hydrolysis rate measurements and all of the sulfate reduction rate measurements were made in a stationary TGB, while all of the oxygen consumption rate measurements and the Hornsund and Storfjorden substrate hydrolysis rate measurements were made in a rotating TGB. During incubation with the rotating TGB, the entire TGB rotated at approximately 30 rpm around its longitudinal axis, ± 60° relative to vertical.

**Polysaccharide hydrolysis measurements. Substrate synthesis:** Fluorescently labeled pullulan (FLA-pullulan) was prepared and characterized using the method described in Arnosti (1996).

**Core collection and sediment preparation: Weddewarden:** Surface (upper 3 cm) sediments were homogenized, and a 1:1 (v/v) sediment:water slurry was prepared with water collected at the same site. Nine ml of slurry was dispensed into replicate glass tubes, and FLA-pullulan (total addition: 2.9 nmol; final concentration: 0.32 μM) was added to each tube. The tubes were sealed, incubated, and sampled at 9, 17, and 30 h, using the procedure described below.

**Aarhus Bay:** Sediments were collected from the sulfate-reducing zone at Station 6 and stored in a chilled container for transport back to the lab. A 1:5:1 (v/v) slurry was prepared with bottom water which had been sparged with N₂. Under a stream of N₂, 10 ml of
slurry was dispensed into glass tubes, and 2.8 nmol FLA-pullulan was added to each tube (final concentration: 0.28 μM). The tubes were sealed, incubated, and sampled at 12, 23 (only a few samples), 36, and 73 h, as described below.

Hornsund and Storfjorden: Sediments were collected with a multicorer, and the overlying water was siphoned off without disturbing the upper sediment layers. The upper 0.5 cm layer was carefully removed from 6 cores and homogenized. A 1:1 (v/v) slurry of the bottom water and surface sediments was prepared and incubated at in situ temperature for ca 1 h while experimental preparations were completed. For Hornsund samples, 9 ml of slurry was dispensed into replicate glass tubes, and 2.4 nmol FLA-pullulan was added to each tube (final concentration: 0.27 μM). For Storfjorden samples, 10 ml of slurry was dispensed into the glass tubes, and 6.0 nmol FLA-pullulan was added to each tube (final concentration: 0.60 μM). The tubes were sealed and incubated in the rotating TGB. At Hornsund, hydrolysis was monitored in a few samples at 9 and 14 h; the entire block was sampled at 18 and 48 h. At Storfjorden, a few samples were monitored at 9, 16, 18, 36, and 48 h; the entire gradient block was sampled at 30 and 60 h.

Sample analysis: One to two ml of sediment slurry was filtered through 0.2 μm pore-size filters to remove particles. A few samples were analyzed immediately, and the remainder were stored frozen until analysis, either aboard ship or ashore. Re-analysis of samples run ‘fresh’ and after freezing and thawing demonstrated that frozen storage had no effect on hydrolysis profiles. Samples were analyzed using a low-pressure gel permeation chromatography system attached to a fluorescence detector (Waters Model 470 for Weddewarden and Aarhus Bay samples, and for shipboard analyses of Hornsund and Storfjorden samples; Hitachi model L-7480 for Weddewarden samples; and Hitachi model L-7480 for Hornsund samples). The fluorescence signal was integrated with an HP Model 3395 integrator. The gel permeation chromatography system separates polysaccharide hydrolysis products by molecular weight; the analysis of a few samples from a given time point showed the progression of substrate hydrolysis with time and temperature and provided a guide for selecting subsequent sampling times.

Rate calculations: Potential hydrolysis rates were calculated using a conservative model (the ‘sieve model’) intended to provide a lower boundary value for the potential hydrolysis rate (Arnosti 1996). All rates were calculated on the basis of cm3 of sediment.

Blanks, reproducibility: Blanks included sediments incubated without addition of substrate, to check the background level of porewater fluorescence at excitation and emission wavelengths of 490 and 530 nm. To determine whether any substrate was thermally (not biologically) hydrolyzed, 200 μl of FLA-pullulan was added to 0.2 μm-filtered Q-water and these samples were incubated at 4 temperatures along the TGB, including both the highest and lowest incubation temperatures. At the completion of the experiments, sediment slurries incubated without addition of substrate did not yield any measurable fluorescence at excitation and emission wavelengths of 490 and 530 nm. None of the substrate blanks showed measurable loss of fluorescent tag throughout the time course of the incubations. Duplicate temperature slots were occupied at 5 different temperatures for both Hornsund and Storfjorden; all data points, including duplicate determinations, are plotted in Figs. 3 & 4.

Oxygen consumption measurements. Sediment collection and preparation: For the Svalbard stations, the upper oxic layer (0 to 0.5 cm or 0 to 0.75 cm) was sampled from 5 to 6 cores, while for Weddewarden, the upper 2 to 3 mm were sampled directly at low tide. The sediments were immediately passed through a 125 μm sieve to remove fauna and shell debris and to break up any aggregates in which anoxygen could develop. Sieving removed less than 5% of the dry sediment matter. At Svalbard, sediment handling on deck (air temperature of 0 to 2°C) lasted less than 1 h. At in situ temperature, the sieved sediment was diluted 10- (Storfjorden) or 17-fold (Hornsund) with bottom water. The Weddewarden sediments were handled at 20°C and diluted 30-fold. To exclude any influence of bottom water bacteria, the bottom water was filtered (0.2 μm pore-size Nuclepore filter) just before use. The sediment was diluted to reduce reaction speed for ease of measurement. A control incubation of Storfjorden sediment at 1:1 (v/v) dilution (similar to the hydrolysis and sulfate reduction incubations) showed that neither absolute rates nor their temperature dependence were significantly affected by the greater dilution (Thamdrup unpubl. data). The sediment was kept in suspension by magnetic stirring and bubbled with air for 4, 12, and 40 h at Storfjorden, Hornsund, and Weddewarden, respectively. This step served to oxidize reduced inorganic species such as Mn4+ and Fe3+ and, thus, minimize abiotic or lithotrophic oxygen consumption. Principles of the method are described further elsewhere (Thamdrup et al. in press).

Sample analysis: The slurries were distributed into glass test tubes placed open in a TGB which spanned the temperature range of –2 to 45°C at ca 1.5°C intervals. The test tubes in the TGB were shaken several times during a 1 h atmospheric equilibration period, thus avoiding air supersaturation at the higher temperatures. The tubes were then sealed with butyl rubber stops without headspace, and a set of samples
from all temperatures was taken at the beginning of the incubation to measure the initial oxygen concentration. Rotation of the TGB began immediately afterwards in order to maintain the sediment in suspension. Different incubation times were tested to obtain the optimal signal without oxygen depletion and to check for linearity of rates. Incubation times for the results described here were 6, 5, and 2 h at Hornsund, Storfjorden, and Weddewarden, respectively. At the conclusion of the incubation, test tubes were transferred to ice water, immediately centrifuged at 0°C, and kept in ice water during sampling. After centrifugation, oxygen consumption in the supernatant was negligible due to diffusive limitations in the sediment pellet. Subsamples of the supernatant for O₂ determination were withdrawn from just above the sediment pellet using 5 ml all-glass syringes equipped with a stopcock and a 1 mm inner diameter steel canula. Oxygen was determined by the Winkler method (Grasshoff 1983) by injecting the reagents in the glass syringes and titrating the entire volume. Blanks were <5 μM and the estimated relative standard deviation, RSD, 2%. The data presented here are from one of the duplicate experiments from each station; these duplicates yielded closely comparable results, as exemplified by Q₁₀ values calculated for replicate experiments at Hornsund (Q₁₀ = 1.84 ± 0.15) and Storfjorden (Q₁₀ = 1.77 ± 0.12; Thamdrup & Fleischer in press). The single exception was one point for oxygen consumption (7.9 μmol cm⁻³ d⁻¹ at 44°C) at Storfjorden; this single, widely deviating point was not observed in any other experiments at Storfjorden or Hornsund, and we have excluded this point from Fig. 4. Further results will be discussed in detail elsewhere (Thamdrup & Fleischer in press).

**Sulfate reduction measurements. Sediment collection/preparation:** Sediment slices (5 cm thick) from the anoxic zone from 5 or 6 multicores (hand-driven perspex tubes at Weddewarden and Aarhus Bay) were pooled. Data presented here are from sediment depths of 10 to 15 cm for Weddewarden, 5 to 10 cm for Aarhus Bay, 8 to 13 cm for Hornsund, and 9 to 14 cm for Storfjorden, which is at or just below the depth of maximum sulfate reduction rates. Slurries were prepared by 2:1 to 1:1 (sediment:water) dilution with oxygen-free bottom water. Due to high content of shell debris and some sand, the Aarhus Bay slurry was sieved (1 mm) and decanted once the coarse sand had settled. The slurries were homogenized by magnetic stirring and 8 to 10 ml decanted into glass tubes. After sealing with rubber stoppers, the tubes were incubated in the TGB for 1 h before addition of 100 μl tracer solution (1 to 16 μCi ³⁵SO₄²⁻). All preparations were carried out under N₂. Sulfate reduction rates in the slurries at in situ temperatures were similar to rates determined at the corresponding depth in intact sediment cores from the Svalbard sites (Sagemann et al. in press).

**Sample analysis:** After 4 h incubation time, 1 ml of 20% (w/v) Zn-acetate solution was added to each tube to terminate activity. The tubes were either frozen or stored at 4°C. Reduced S was analyzed by the single-step chromium reduction method (Fossing & Jørgensen 1989), and sulfate reduction rates were calculated per cm² of sediment as described by Jørgensen (1978). The detection limit was between 0.5 and 1.0 nmol cm⁻³ d⁻¹, depending on added activity and incubation time. For Weddewarden and Storfjorden, 4 replicate measurements were made at each temperature (avg. SD: 18 and 13%, respectively), 2 to 3 replicates were made at each temperature for Hornsund (avg. SD: 15%), and single determinations were made at each temperature for Aarhus Bay.

**RESULTS**

Similarities between incubation temperature and activity are observed for all sites and processes (Figs. 1 to 4). At Weddewarden, polysaccharide hydrolysis, oxygen consumption, and sulfate reduction are all characterized by continual increases with increasing temperature up to an optimum—for all processes—near 35 to 40°C (Fig. 1). The profiles for oxygen consumption (highest rate at 41°C) and hydrolysis (highest measured rate at 37°C, which was also the highest temperature at which measurements were made) match quite closely. The sulfate reduction rate reaches an optimum at 34°C. Oxygen consumption and sulfate reduction decrease rapidly at temperatures in excess of 41°C and 34°C, respectively.

Temperature optima for Aarhus Bay (Fig. 2), a cooler environment with a more moderate seasonal temperature range than Weddewarden, are somewhat lower than for Weddewarden. Hydrolysis rates rise sharply with increasing temperature between 2.5 and 21°C, remain relatively constant between 21 and 32°C, and drop above 32°C. The sulfate reduction rate increases from -2 to 32°C (optimum temperature) and drops rapidly above 32°C. Temperature-dependent O₂ consumption profiles at Aarhus Bay reported by Hansen et al. (1994) and Thamdrup et al. (in press) are also quite similar to the hydrolysis profiles reported here.

At Hornsund (Fig. 3), the hydrolysis rate optimum (15°C), the oxygen consumption optimum (20°C), and the sulfate reduction rate optimum (26°C) are all found at temperatures lower than at Weddewarden or Aarhus Bay. Above their respective optimum temperatures, all 3 activities decrease with higher temperature.

At Storfjorden, the coldest station, the hydrolysis profile (Fig. 4) shows a high optimum temperature
(34°C); high levels of activity are observed in the range from 14 to 34°C. The temperature optima for oxygen consumption (20°C) and sulfate reduction (28°C) are close to the optima measured at Hornsund (Fig. 3). Storfjorden is the only station at which the optimum temperature for substrate hydrolysis considerably exceeds the optimum temperature of sulfate reduction; in general, the optimum temperature of sulfate reduction is close to or greater than the temperature optima of substrate hydrolysis and oxygen consumption. The hydrolysis rate and oxygen consumption profiles at Storfjorden match one another up to a temperature of ca 25°C and diverge above this temperature. The temperature optimum for sulfate reduction at Storfjorden is slightly higher than that observed at Hornsund (28 vs 26°C), but the decrease in sulfate reduction rate with increasing temperature is similar at both stations. The maximum substrate hydrolysis rates measured at Hornsund and Storfjorden are comparable, although observed at different optimum temperatures, while rates of oxygen consumption and sulfate reduction are lower (by more than a factor of 3) at Storfjorden as compared to Hornsund.

While the optimum temperatures are considerably higher than ambient environmental temperatures, the
optima were usually higher in more temperate environments and lower in the Arctic (Table 1). The trends in rates measured at the optimum temperatures, however, differ significantly for the initial and terminal steps of organic carbon remineralization. The highest substrate hydrolysis rates measured in the colder environments are considerably higher than those measured in the temperate environments, while maximum levels of oxygen consumption and sulfate reduction decrease in colder environments. The implications of these trends are discussed further in the next section.

**DISCUSSION**

**Temperature responses of initial and terminal steps of remineralization**

While temperature optima differ somewhat, the temperature responses of the initial and terminal steps of aerobic and anaerobic organic carbon remineralization are similar (Figs. 1 to 4). We consider this similarity remarkable, considering the fact that different organisms, with different membrane lipids, enzymes, and transport systems, are involved in the multitude of steps needed to convert organic carbon to CO$_2$.

In all cases, the optimum temperatures for substrate hydrolysis, sulfate reduction, and oxygen consumption are well above the range of ambient environmental temperatures. A similar phenomenon has been observed for a variety of microbial processes (e.g. Li & Dickie 1987, Helmke & Weyland 1991). Isaksen & Jørgensen (1996) noted that the cardinal temperatures for growth and for metabolic activity can differ substantially; they found that a 'psychrotrophic' bacterium isolated from a Danish fjord reduced sulfate optimally at 28°C, even though it could not grow at temperatures in excess of 24°C. Because this study focuses on carbon remineralization processes carried out by the entire microbial community, not the physiology of isolated bacterial species, we cannot determine whether the temperature ranges of oxygen consumption, sulfate reduction, and substrate hydrolysis are within the growth ranges of the diverse organisms responsible for carrying out these processes. The data show, however, that the temperature responses of the processes responsible for the initial and terminal stages of organic carbon remineralization are similar.

Since rates of sulfate reduction, oxygen consumption, and substrate hydrolysis were relatively high across a wide temperature range, temperature profiles span conventional classification boundaries (Morita 1975). In the following discussion, we will refer to a metabolic activity as psychrophilic if it has a minimum temperature <0°C, an optimum temperature ≤15°C, and a maximum temperature ≤20°C. Metabolic activities with minimum temperatures ≤0°C, optimum temperatures ≤25°C, and maximum temperatures ≤35°C are referred to as psychrotolerant, and activities with optima in the range of -25-40°C and maxima at -35-45°C are referred to as mesophilic.

The temperature response of all of the processes measured were predominantly mesophilic or psychrotolerant (Figs. 1 to 4, Table 1). Measurable activity tended to extend to temperatures below 0°C, however, even for responses which might be considered mesophilic (sulfate reduction at all sites, oxygen consumption and substrate hydrolysis at Weddewarden). Likewise, responses which showed predominantly psychrotolerant characteristics (oxygen consumption at Hornsund and Storfjorden, substrate hydrolysis at Aarhus Bay and Hornsund) also demonstrated substantial activity at temperatures in excess of 35°C. Note that the optimum substrate hydrolysis temperature obtained for Weddewarden corresponds to the maximum temperature at which measurements were made: a higher optimum temperature might have been found if the incubations had extended into a higher temperature range. The temperature response of substrate hydrolysis at Storfjorden, the coldest station studied, could be considered mesophilic, with an optimum temperature of 34°C, and substantial activity above 35°C. Activity at temperatures from 14 to 34°C was generally high (Fig. 4), however, and activity below 0°C was still substantial and was comparable to activity measured at the same temperature at Hornsund.

The predominance of a mesophilic/psychrotolerant response is consistent with other reports which indicate that psychrophilic bacteria do not dominate in seawater or sediments of permanently cold environ-
ments (Delille & Perret 1989, Nedwell & Rutter 1994, Feller et al. 1996). Norkrans & Stehn (1978) found that approximately two-thirds of the 143 strains of bacteria isolated from deep Norwegian Sea sediments were 'psychrotrophs' (psychrotolerant). Tan & Rüger (1991) isolated bacteria from water samples collected at 25, 200, and 1000 m in the Fram Strait and the Western Greenland Sea. Although the incubation temperature was 2°C, only 'psychrotrophic' (psychrotolerant) bacteria were isolated. In Antarctic sediments, the majority (87%) of the isolated cellulose degrading bacteria were also 'psychrotrophic' (psychrotolerant), not psychrophilic (Reichardt 1988).

Correlation of temperature responses with environmental conditions

Although optimum temperatures of substrate hydrolysis, sulfate reduction, and oxygen consumption were higher than ambient environmental temperatures, activity at low temperature (5°C) relative to maximum activity does correlate with environment (Table 2). The correlation between environmental temperature and activity follows the pattern observed by Helmke & Weyland (1991), who measured activities of crude amylase and protease enzymes isolated from psychrophilic and mesophilic marine bacteria. At 10°C, the amylase activities of their psychrophilic and mesophilic isolates operated at 37% and 7%, respectively, of their maximal activity. Protease activity followed a similar pattern: psychrophilic enzymes at 10°C achieved 3% of maximal activity, while mesophilic proteases operated at 0.2% of maximal activities. A similar relationship has been found for sulfate reduction rates at 0 and 10°C in a cold (3 to 6°C) Danish fjord and in Antarctic sediments, where sulfate reduction rates were 4 and 10% (Danish fjord) and 10 and 29% (Antarctic) of maximal activities, respectively (Isaksen & Jørgensen 1996). The correlation between lower environmental temperature and higher relative activity at low temperature suggests an adaptation of the biochemical pathways involved in substrate hydrolysis, oxygen consumption, and sulfate reduction such that greater efficiency can be achieved at low temperatures.

Implications of potential hydrolysis rate measurements

The hydrolysis rates measured here are 'potential' rates because the substrate added to the sediment competes with substrate naturally present in the sediment for enzyme active sites. Since the added substrate represents a very large increase (a minimum of 10-fold) to the total carbohydrate level measured in sediment porewaters, the competition of naturally occurring polysaccharides, even if one were to make the extreme assumption that all porewater carbohydrate consisted of pullulan, is most probably negligible. These potential hydrolysis rates therefore are most likely zero-order—independent of substrate concentration—and represent the maximum rate at which the enzymes present in the sediment could function if substrate were available in non-limiting quantities. Because bacteria are capable of enzyme induction on time-scales of minutes (Gottschalk 1986), potential hydrolysis rate measurements cannot be used to distinguish between constitutive and inducible enzymes. At each site, the consistency of the temperature-hydrolysis relationship and of the optimum temperature over the entire time interval of each experiment (each TGB typically sampled at 3 to 6 time points; see 'Methods'), however, suggests that substrate hydrolysis was not affected by incubation-time related factors such as the growth of a new bacterial population. The potential hydrolysis rates measured here should therefore reflect the biochemical potential of the microbial population naturally present in the sediments.

A further important point is that we are extrapolating from the activity of one specific class of enzyme—pullulanase enzymes—to activities of other polysaccharide-hydrolyzing enzymes, and to macromolecule-hydrolyzing enzymes in general. The specificities and activities of macromolecule-hydrolyzing enzymes are an extremely poorly understood area of the marine carbon cycle, and further investigations of the hydrolysis of other polysaccharides and other types of macromolecules are urgently needed. The apparently widespread occurrence of pullulanase activity in marine systems may be due to its ability to function as a debranching enzyme of starch (White & Kennedy 1988); starch is a common phytoplankton energy storage product (Lee 1980). In addition, experiments comparing hydrolysis rates of pullulan and laminarin (another linear glucose polysaccharide) in intact sediment cores have demonstrated that both polysaccharides are

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Hydrolysis rate</th>
<th>O2 consumption</th>
<th>SO4²- reduction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Storfjorden</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hornsund</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aarhus Bay</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weddewarden</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
hydrolyzed at comparable rates in Arctic and temperate sediments (Arnosti in press).

The close correspondence of potential hydrolysis rates measured at in situ temperatures at all 4 sites (range of 3.5 to 4.6 mmol Glu cm⁻³ d⁻¹) suggests that the enzymes expressed in these different environments may possess similar catalytic capabilities. At the molecular level, structural adaptations to low temperatures can include a reduction of the number of surface salt bridges, lower hydrophobicity, and a reduction in weakly polar interactions relative to comparable mesophilic enzymes, as has been found in an α-amylase from a psychrophilic Antarctic bacterium (Feller et al. 1994). These structural features ensure that the 'psychrophilic' enzyme has a greater degree of flexibility and a correspondingly higher efficiency at low temperatures than the mesophilic enzyme. These same structural adaptations might also be found in the pullulan-hydrolyzing enzymes from Svalbard. Such adaptations could explain the fact that the highest potential hydrolysis rates were measured in the colder environments (Table 1). While the trade-off for greater flexibility is lowered stability at elevated temperatures—i.e. a greater tendency for denaturation at elevated temperatures—the temperature range over which the measurements were made in this experiment was clearly not so high as to cause denaturation of the enzymes. The enzymes from Svalbard may have functioned with greater efficiency over the entire temperature range than did the enzymes from more temperate environments; greater efficiency of the enzymes expressed by organisms growing at low temperatures may therefore account for the trend seen in potential hydrolysis rates. Decreases in temperature might in fact have a more significant influence on enzymatic processes occurring in temperate environments, where enzymes may lack the structural adaptations to low temperatures found in enzymes from permanently cold environments.

It should be noted that Reichardt (1988) has speculated that efficiency of enzymatic hydrolysis in cold environments might result from enhanced enzyme production at low temperatures. Because FLA-poly saccharides measure only the net potential hydrolysis rate, not the absolute quantity of enzymes present, these measurements cannot be used to distinguish between high potential hydrolysis rates due to high catalytic efficiency or to large quantities of enzymes. In any case, the similarity of potential hydrolysis rates across a range of environments contrasts with previous suggestions that temperature limitations on enzyme activities restrict rates of carbon cycling in cold environments (Reichardt 1987, Pomerooy et al. 1991). While the rate at which substrates are hydrolyzed in situ is unknown because we have no information about the in situ concentration of polysaccharides in sediments, the data clearly show that the pullulanase enzymes have the potential to function rapidly, given sufficient substrate.

Implications for carbon cycling

Given rapid extracellular enzymatic hydrolysis, some factor other than potential hydrolysis rate is likely to control rates of terminal remineralization at the 4 sites. At in situ temperatures, rates of oxygen consumption and sulfate reduction at the 4 sites vary by a factor of nearly 100, whereas potential substrate hydrolysis rates vary by less than a factor of 2. In addition, the highest potential rates of substrate hydrolysis occur at Svalbard, where the lowest rates of oxygen consumption and sulfate reduction are found (Table 1). These contrasting observations may be due to the comparison of potential hydrolysis rates, which are most probably independent of in situ substrate concentration, with rates of oxygen consumption and sulfate reduction, which are dependent upon the availability of naturally occurring substrate in the sediments. Additionally, the fact that both the highest rates of oxygen consumption and the highest rates of sulfate reduction are ~3 times higher at Hornsund than at Storfjorden suggests that both processes may be limited by a common factor not related directly to temperature. While the total bacterial populations at Hornsund and Storfjorden are not significantly different (U. Berninger pers. comm.), the lower rates of terminal remineralization processes at Storfjorden relative to Hornsund (and the lower rates at the Arctic sites relative to the temperate sites) may indicate that a decreased concentration of suitable substrate limits both oxygen consumption and sulfate reduction. As demonstrated by the potential hydrolysis rate measurements, the enzymes present at both Storfjorden and Hornsund have the inherent capability of rapidly hydrolyzing a suitable substrate. Measurements of potential hydrolysis rates, however, provide no information about the availability of substrates suitable for the enzymes. If only limited quantities of suitable substrates (of the correct macromolecular structure etc.) are naturally present in the environment, the enzymes—no matter how numerous or how high their catalytic efficiency—cannot provide sufficient product to fuel high rates of terminal remineralization processes.

A number of studies have also suggested that bacteria may exhibit decreased affinity for substrate with decreasing temperature (Pomerooy et al. 1991, Nedwell & Rutter 1994). In this case, macromolecule-hydrolyzing enzymes may function equally or more efficiently as enzymes in warmer environments, but the substrate produced by the enzymes would not be effectively taken up and processed by members of the microbial
food chain. At Hornsund, however, both oxygen consumption and sulfate reduction rates are approximately 3 times as high as at Storfjorden, although the temperature difference between these 2 stations is only 4.3°C (2.6 vs −1.7°C). Unless there is a critical point at which modest differences in temperature lead to significant changes in substrate affinity, the 3-fold differences in rates measured at the 2 stations implies that the difference between these Arctic sites is more likely due to differences in substrate concentration than to reduced affinity of uptake systems.

Sulfate reduction rates were in fact measured at Svalbard with and without the addition of a mixture of substrates (Sagemann et al. in press). Substrate addition generally had little effect on maximum sulfate reduction rates in shallower sediments (8 to 14 cm). At slightly greater depth (15 to 20 cm), substrate addition produced a doubling of reduction rates over the entire temperature range. The short incubation times (4 to 5 h), however, may not have been sufficient for the microbial community to react fully to the substrate addition. Previous studies of Antarctic and Aarhus Bay sediments, which have demonstrated an enhancement of sulfate reduction with substrate addition, have utilized incubation times of 24 h to 1 wk (Isaksen et al. 1994, Isaksen & Jørgensen 1996).

Other studies also support the hypothesis that carbon turnover in Arctic environments is not necessarily slower than organic carbon turnover in temperate environments, but may be controlled by substrate concentration. Wheeler et al. (1996) and Hodson et al. (1981) found that bacterial activity in Arctic and Antarctic waters, respectively, is comparable to activity measured in temperate coastal waters. Vetter & Deming (1994) likewise concluded that particulate organic carbon transformations in Arctic slope sediments could occur at rates similar to those of more temperate environments.

The hypothesis that oxygen consumption rates and sulfate reduction rates in the Arctic are constrained by substrate availability, not temperature, is also supported by other work. Meyer-Reil & Köster (1992) found that addition of "detrital material" stimulated rates of enzymatic hydrolysis in sediments from the Norwegian-Greenland Sea and concluded that organic matter concentration, not temperature, regulated rates of enzymatic hydrolysis in pelagic sediments. Nedwell et al. (1993) concluded that seasonal variations in sulfate reduction and oxygen uptake in Antarctic sediments were due to changes in organic matter input, not to temperature effects. Thingstad & Martinussen (1991) likewise found that variations in substrate availability during a phytoplankton bloom, rather than temperature constraints, controlled bacterial activity in the Barents Sea.

Two distinct factors may explain the different levels of activity observed at optimum temperatures for the initial and the terminal steps of organic carbon remineralization. The observation that potential hydrolysis rates at in situ temperatures are comparable across the 4 environments suggests that the enzymes found in Arctic and temperate sediments have similar catalytic efficiencies, or are produced in quantities sufficient to provide comparably high potential rates of hydrolysis. Although potential hydrolysis rates demonstrate that the enzymes have the capability of rapidly hydrolyzing polysaccharides, they provide no information about the availability of substrate in sediments. The 3-fold differences in oxygen consumption and sulfate reduction rates between Hornsund & Storfjorden, despite the similarities in potential hydrolysis rates, suggest that terminal remineralization processes in Storfjorden (and in Svalbard as compared to the temperate environments) may be constrained by a lower concentration of suitable substrate.
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